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Activity Theory in a Nutshell

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The inspiration for this chapter comes from Aleksey Leontiev’s Activity,

Consciousness, and Personality (1978), the most authoritative exposition

of activity theory. This ‘‘small theoretical book,’’ as Leontiev himself

described it, is not an introduction to activity theory, but a collection of

essays, each focusing on a limited set of fundamental theoretical con-

cepts. Leontiev specifically emphasized that many issues were mentioned

only in passing and not clearly articulated in the book. Currently there is

no standard systematic, entry-level introduction to activity theory. There

is a clear need for such an introduction, especially in interdisciplinary

fields such as interaction design where not everyone may have encoun-

tered original works by Leontiev, Vygotsky, and other key contributors.

This chapter is intended as a primer in activity theory. It introduces the

reader to key ideas, concepts, and principles of activity theory. The chap-

ter is different from most other short introductions to activity theory

(e.g., Wertsch 1981; Davydov 1990a; Bødker 1991; Kuutti 1992; Nardi

1992, 1996a, 1998; Blackler 1995; Kaptelinin, Kuutti, and Bannon

1995; Kaptelinin 1996a; Kaptelinin and Nardi 1997; Verenikina and

Gould 1998; Bertelsen and Bødker 2003). These works typically summa-

rize the basic ideas of the theory, while giving the historical develop-

ment of the ideas much less attention. Such summaries appear to be the

only feasible approach, given the space limitations of a journal article or

a conference paper. We ourselves have used this approach on more than

one occasion. However, according to our experience, this way of intro-

ducing activity theory is not always effective. The underlying ideas of



the theory are difficult to grasp without an understanding of where the

ideas come from. In this chapter we use a different approach. The main

focus here is on the historical development of activity theory which is fol-

lowed by a summary of its basic concepts and principles.

The chapter deals primarily with the version of activity theory devel-

oped by Aleksey Leontiev within the general framework of what is

known as ‘‘Vygotsky’s cultural-historical tradition,’’ understood in a

broad sense. A diversity of theoretical approaches influenced by Leon-

tiev’s activity theory has emerged in recent decades (e.g., Engeström

1987; Greif 1991; Rabardel and Bourmaud 2003). Some of them are dis-

cussed later in the book. In particular, an influential approach developed

by Engeström (1987; 1990) is described in chapter 4 and compared with

Leontiev’s framework in chapter 6.

This chapter puts together and organizes into a coherent structure

materials and ideas taken from a variety of diverse sources. Inevitably,

we used our judgment, so our way of structuring the main concepts and

principles of activity theory reflects our own preferences and views. Our

interpretation of what constitutes the core of activity theory may differ

from other interpretations.

This overview of activity theory is oriented toward interaction design.

Issues that are currently, in our view, less closely related to this domain,

such as the development of personality or the structure of consciousness,

are discussed in less depth than other issues we think are more relevant

to interaction design.

The chapter is structured as follows. We begin with a discussion of the

concept of activity in general and its implications for interaction design.

We then present a historical overview of the development of the main

ideas underlying activity theory, from its roots in Vygotsky’s cultural-

historical psychology to the conceptual framework formulated by Leon-

tiev, to current theoretical developments. We conclude with a summary

of the basic principles of activity theory.

Figure 3.1
A basic representation of activity (S, subject; O, object).
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3.2 THE CONCEPT OF ACTIVITY: BRIDGING THE GAP

BETWEEN THE SUBJECTIVE AND THE OBJECTIVE

3.2.1 The Basic Notion of Activity

Activity theory is an approach in psychology and other social sciences

that aims to understand individual human beings, as well as the social

entities they compose, in their natural everyday life circumstances,

through an analysis of the genesis, structure, and processes of their activ-

ities. The concept of activity is therefore the most fundamental concept in

activity theory. Activity in general, not only human activity, but activity

of any subject, is understood as a purposeful interaction of the subject

with the world, a process in which mutual transformations between the

poles of ‘‘subject–object’’ are accomplished (Leontiev 1978). The most

basic representation of activity is shown in figure 3.1.

When defined in such a general way, activity appears to be the object

of study within a variety of other conceptual frameworks as well. What

sets activity theory apart is its fundamental insight about the primacy of

activity over the subject and the object. Activity is considered the most

basic category; analysis of activities opens up a possibility to properly

understand both subjects and objects. This idea may appear counter-

intuitive. Traditional analytical thinking, typical, for instance, of natural

sciences, would assume that to understand an activity it is necessary to

understand the subject and the object separately and then make an infer-

ence about their interaction. Activity theory challenges this assumption.

It claims that this apparently flawless logic can be misleading.

First, activity theory maintains that no properties of the subject and

the object exist before and beyond activities (e.g., Leontiev 1978). These

properties do not just manifest themselves in various circumstances; they

truly exist only in activities, when being enacted. Of course, one can

make generalizations and assume that subjects possess abstract attributes

not limited to specific situations, such as ‘‘John is not good at math.’’

To a certain degree such generalizations are useful and even inevitable.

However, the accuracy of predictions based on such generalizations can

be limited. The way an abstract attribute is manifested can depend criti-

cally on the situation at hand. For instance, the same arithmetic operation
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can be performed successfully on familiar objects in common situations

but not necessarily in the case of abstract or artificial tasks (Cole 1996).

Second, activity is considered the key source of development of both

the object and the subject. In particular, developmental changes in the

subject, which result from participating in activities and are determined

by the nature of these activities, may cause substantial changes in the

subject’s properties. Let us consider a person lifting weights in a fitness

room. One can argue that the process of weightlifting is determined by

the physical strength of the person. If the person is strong enough, the

weight will be lifted; if not, the attempt will not be successful. This causal

explanation appears to be the only possible one. However, let us put the

event in a larger-scale historical perspective. We might well find that the

cause–effect relation is the reverse. If the person has developed muscles

over an extended period of time through determined and persistent

efforts, then weightlifting is the cause of the physical strength, not vice

versa.

Therefore, a straightforward, logical approach to defining activities

through their components can be problematic. The problems can be

avoided if the analysis begins with focusing on purposeful activities. In

other words, activity is proposed as the basic unit of analysis providing

a way to understand both subjects and objects, an understanding that

cannot be achieved by focusing on the subject or the object separately.

3.2.2 Agency

The notion of activity cannot be extended to all types of interactions. In

activity theory, any activity is an activity of a subject. Not any entity is a

subject. Subjects live in the world; they have needs that can be met only

by being and acting in the world. Information-processing units, for in-

stance, do not have ‘‘needs’’ (except in a metaphorical sense) and cannot

be considered subjects. Therefore, interaction between the subject and

the object, shown in figure 3.1, is not a symmetrical relationship between

two components of a larger-scale system. The interaction is initiated and

carried out by the subject to fulfill its needs. The meaning of the word

‘‘interaction’’ as used throughout this book when referring to activities

can be described as ‘‘acting-in-the-world.’’ Agency, the ability to act in
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the sense of producing effects, is a fundamental attribute of both the sub-

ject and the object. The very notion of interaction implies mutual effects

produced by both sides on each other. However, the agency manifested

by the subject of activity is of a special character. It can be defined as the

ability and the need to act. (Different meanings of ‘‘agency’’ are discussed

further in chapter 10.)

The asymmetry between subjects and objects can be observed even in

very early and simple forms of life. Living organisms have internal bio-

logical needs for survival and reproduction that cause them to interact

with reality in specific, patterned ways. Nonliving things lack these inter-

nal needs for survival and reproduction. They have the ability to act but

not the need to act. For living things, the combination of the ability and

the need to act entails unique forms of agency. Living things have re-

markable internal capabilities to struggle for their own survival (and sub-

sequent reproduction). Part of this struggle involves the ability to orient

to objects in the world. Even amoebas stretch out their pseudopods to-

ward food, and pull it into their bodies. They swarm with other amoe-

bas. In short, they act as subjects, however primitive, in the effort to live.

Nonliving things do not orient to reality in order to survive or repro-

duce in a self-generated way based on internal needs. A computer virus,

for example, appears to struggle to survive and reproduce, but it follows

a program from outside itself (written by a programmer). This program

is not the same as a need. The computer virus’s behavior is more analo-

gous a human rolling a ball down an incline plane than it is to the

activity of amoebas—which they generate internally from their own

‘‘programs’’ encoded in their RNA and DNA. These ‘‘programs’’ are far

more flexible, mutable, and responsive to changing conditions than com-

puter programs (a topic science is learning more about from the field of

proteomics), giving ‘‘life,’’ at least as we know it so far, a qualitatively

different character than the mechanisms governing the behavior of non-

living things.

3.2.3 Implications for Interaction Design

Models of human–computer interaction popular within first-wave HCI,

based primarily on information-processing psychology (e.g., Nielsen
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1986), appear to focus on the same unit of analysis as activity theory,

that is, on interaction between human beings (users) and objects (interac-

tive systems). However, while the ‘‘user–system’’ interaction can be con-

sidered a component part of activity, the purposeful interaction with the

world cannot be limited to interaction with the user interface of an inter-

active system. HCI models deal with lower-level interaction limited to

‘‘tasks.’’ Tasks are typically described in terms of the functionality of a

system rather than their meaning for the subject. However, using a sys-

tem does not normally have its own purpose; its meaning is determined

by a larger context of human activity carried out to accomplish things

that are important regardless of the technology itself, such as writing a

memo to a colleague or keeping in touch with a friend.

Activity theory requires that the scope of analysis be extended from

tasks to a meaningful context of a subject’s interaction with the world,

including the social context. The boundary of the ‘‘objective world’’ is

not limited by the user interface. People are interacting with the world

‘‘through the interface’’ (Bødker 1991). In other words, according to

activity theory, ‘‘user–system’’ interaction is too narrow a phenomenon

to count as a genuine activity. Making a meaningful activity the unit of

analysis means that not only an interaction between people and technol-

ogy is considered, but also the objects in the world with which subjects

are interacting via technology.

Another difference between the activity theory perspective and tradi-

tional HCI is that while traditional HCI models focus on abstract, formal

representations of individual component parts of interaction (the user

and the system), activity theory emphasizes the importance of studying

the real-life use of technology as a part of unfolding human interaction

with the world.

Finally, traditional approaches and models in HCI pay limited atten-

tion to developmental changes, with some exceptions such as attempts

to provide an account of the differences between novice and expert com-

puter users (e.g., Allwood 1989; Mayer 1988).

Therefore, focusing on the activities of people using technology rather

than on ‘‘user–system’’ interaction calls for going beyond the limits of

traditional HCI and points to specific directions of such a development:
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� extending the scope of analysis to include higher-level, meaning-
ful tasks that can be supported by diverse technologies;
� studying technology in use instead of focusing on users and sys-
tems separately; and
� taking into account long-term developmental changes in users,
technology, their interaction, and the overall context.

These claims, summarized in table 3.1, represent a preliminary set of

implications based on a very general notion of activity. More implica-

tions will be discussed later in the book as the notion is elaborated

further.

3.3 THE ORIGINS OF ACTIVITY THEORY: CULTURAL-

HISTORICAL PSYCHOLOGY

3.3.1 Russian Psychology of the 1920s and 1930s

Activity theory is not an esoteric teaching that claims to possess deep

truths obtained from a mysterious source. In fact, it is a part of a time-

honored worldwide intellectual tradition that can be traced back for

hundreds, even thousands of years. In chapter 1 we quoted Buddha

speaking of the primacy of activity in human life. Looking to the West,

we find Goethe’s Faust thinking the same thing:1

’Tis written: ‘‘In the beginning was the Word!’’
Here now I’m balked! Who’ll put me in accord?
It is impossible, the Word so high to prize,
I must translate it otherwise

Table 3.1
From ‘‘user-system’’ interaction to activity.

Unit of analysis

User-system interaction Subject-object interaction

Context Users and systems Subjects in the social world

Level of
analysis

System-specific tasks Meaningful goal-directed
actions

Methods Formal models, lab studies Studies of real-life use

Time span Limited time span Developmental transformations
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If I am rightly by the Spirit taught.
’Tis written: In the beginning was the Thought!
Consider well that line, the first you see,
That your pen may not write too hastily!
Is it then Thought that works, creative, hour by hour?
Thus should it stand: In the beginning was the Power!
Yet even while I write this word, I falter,
For something warns me, this too I shall alter.
The Spirit’s helping me! I see now what I need
And write assured: In the beginning was the Deed!

It has been, and continues to be, the project of activity theory to explain

how it is that we are ‘‘bound by action’’ as Buddha said, how we begin

not with word or thought, as Faust learned, but with activity.

In this chapter we begin with the immediate predecessor of activity

theory, cultural-historical psychology, developed in Russia in the 1920s

and 1930s by Lev Vygotsky and his colleagues. The founder of activity

theory, Aleksey Leontiev, was a disciple of Vygotsky and conducted his

first studies under the direct supervision of Vygotsky. Many ideas under-

lying cultural-historical psychology were directly and organically assimi-

lated into activity theory. The line between cultural-historical psychology

and activity theory is so fine that in recent years these two approaches

are sometimes collectively referred to as CHAT, which stands for

‘‘cultural-historical activity theory’’ (Center for Activity Theory and

Developmental Work Research, n.d.).

The time and place of the birth of cultural-historical psychology was

not accidental. After the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, there was a so-

cial demand in Russia to create a new Marxist psychology that would

replace the old ‘‘bourgeois’’ one. A variety of conceptual frameworks

were suggested during this time as candidates for the new psychology.

Many of them were short-lived and are of purely historical interest. For-

tunately, however, some of the ideas developed during that time proved

to be important contributions and had a significant impact on the devel-

opment of psychology in the twentieth century. These ideas included the

notions of the unity of consciousness and activity and the social nature of

the mind.

The unity of consciousness and activity An idea shared by many Rus-

sian psychologists, including Vygotsky, was that the human mind is in-
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trinsically related to the whole context of interaction between human

beings and the world, that it is an organ of a special kind, emerging and

developing in order to make interaction with the world more successful.

Therefore, an analysis of mind should include an analysis of the inter-

action between human beings and the world, in which the mind is

embedded.

The social nature of the human mind Another fundamental idea that

greatly influenced Russian psychology was that the human mind is social

in its very nature. This idea was closely related to the principle of the

unity of consciousness and activity. At a philosophical level, the notion

of the embeddedness of the human mind in activity followed from dialec-

tical materialism’s maxim that ‘‘social being determines consciousness’’

(Marx and Engels 1976). Therefore, according to the Marxist philoso-

phy adopted by Russian psychologists of the early Soviet era, the inter-

action between subjects and objects—that is, ‘‘being’’—was understood

as social.

This notion applies to both poles of the interaction. On the one hand,

the subject is social. Human beings are shaped by culture, their minds

are deeply influenced by language, and they are not alone when interact-

ing with the world. Typically, they act with, or through, other people,

for instance, as members of groups, organizations, communities, or cul-

tures. A key factor of an individual’s success is the success or failure of

the social entity, a collective subject, to which the individual belongs.

On the other hand, the world itself is fundamentally social. The entities

people are dealing with are mainly other people and artifacts developed

in culture.

These ideas signified a radical deviation from other psychological

approaches of the time. Selecting social activities as the main object of

psychological research contrasted with the exclusive focus on either sub-

jective or objective phenomena, a focus typical of the leading theoretical

frameworks of the early twentieth century including introspective psy-

chology and behaviorism. Gestalt psychology (see, e.g., Köhler 1925)

attempted to extend the scope of analysis to both subjective and objec-

tive phenomena by proposing the notion of an isomorphic relationship

between the phenomenal world and the physical world. However, to
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explain this relationship, Gestalt psychologists employed the concepts of

physics—more specifically, physical field theory—which set them apart

from the underlying assumptions of Russian psychology. Nevertheless,

Russian psychology of the 1920s and 1930s had a natural affinity with

Gestalt psychology, especially with studies of child development (Koffka

1924) and environmental/social psychological studies (Lewin 1936).

Most closely related to Russian psychology of the 1920s and 1930s

was the constructivist approach developed by the Swiss psychologist

Jean Piaget (1952). Piaget’s psychology was based on a biological view

of organisms trying to reach equilibrium with their environments, rather

than on the notion of culture. However, the fundamental idea of the

human mind emerging as a component part of the interaction between

individuals and the world was not that different from the principle of

the unity of consciousness and activity. According to Piaget, the objective

constraints and regularities of the interaction of an organism with the

world determine the logics underlying human cognition. In other words,

cognitive functions and abilities are constructed by individuals in their

continuing attempts to strike an equilibrium with the environment. It is

no coincidence that the notion of internalization, which played a key

role in Piaget’s constructivism, was also one of the basic concepts of

Russian psychology.

However, despite the similarity between Piaget’s constructivism and

Russian psychology, the two approaches were fundamentally different

with respect to the role of culture. For Piaget, culture was an important

but secondary factor that contributed to cognitive development. In Rus-

sian psychology, culture played (and continues to play) a more promi-

nent role. The very interaction between human beings and the world was

defined in terms of culture and society.

3.3.2 Lev Vygotsky (1896–1934)

Lev Vygotsky is the most prominent, and even legendary, figure in Rus-

sian psychology. He is considered one of the greatest psychologists of the

twentieth century (Toulmin 1978). Vygotsky’s career in psychology

lasted only ten years. It started, as the legend has it, in 1924, with an out-
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standing presentation at a national psychological congress after which

the obscure teacher from the provincial town of Vitebsk was invited to

Moscow to work at the Psychological Institute. Ten years later Vygotsky

died of tuberculosis at the age of thirty-seven. During his brief career,

Vygotsky undertook one of the most ambitious projects in the history

of psychology. He considered contemporary psychology to be in crisis:

empirical studies resulted in an accumulation of evidence in fragmented

areas rather than in new fundamental insights about the nature of mind.

Vygotsky’s ambition was no less than to lay the foundation for a new

approach that would allow integration and generalization of psychologi-

cal knowledge.

3.3.3 The Cultural Determination of the Human Mind

The most fundamental issue for Vygotsky was the relationship between

the mind, on the one hand, and culture and society, on the other. He

believed that the notion of culture should not be limited to a set of exter-

nal factors influencing the human mind. Vygotsky maintained that cul-

ture and society are not external factors influencing the mind but rather

are generative forces directly involved in the very production of mind. It

was critically important, according to Vygotsky, that this fundamental

idea be assimilated by psychology.

At the same time, Vygotsky rejected a straightforward view of culture

and society as directly determining or shaping the human mind. Vygot-

sky argued that the only way to reveal the impact of culture on the

mind was to follow developmental, historical transformations of mental

phenomena in the social and cultural context.

The idea of a nonstraightforward, dialectical cultural determination of

mind was elaborated by Vygotsky into a set of principles, concepts, and

research methods. He contributed to the advancement of a research

methodology suitable for developmental research by introducing the

notions of molar units of analysis and the formative experiment. This

methodology was employed in studies of the mechanisms of the cultural

determination of mind, studies that questioned traditional dichotomies

of the external and the internal, the individual and the collective.
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3.3.4 The General Methodology of Developmental Research

Psychological experiments typically aim at establishing, through observa-

tions or controlled studies, how certain variables are related to each

other. Traditional experimental methods are difficult to apply in studies

of human development. When analyzing developmental changes one

cannot limit the analysis to isolated variables, because the relationship

between the variables can change over the course of development.

An alternative approach, proposed by Vygotsky, is to identify ‘‘the

germ’’ of the phenomenon under investigation, that is, the most basic,

initial form, which already has the most important features of the ana-

lyzed phenomenon. Tracking down the moment when the germ emerges

in the process of development and then following its transformations

into more and more developed forms was considered by Vygotsky to be

the basic strategy for developmental research.

Vygotsky asserted that analysis should be conducted by ‘‘units’’ rather

than by ‘‘elements.’’ This meant that the germ cannot be defined simply

as a sum of its component parts. The parts can be the same, but if they

are not related to each other in a certain way, they make up not the same

germ but a different entity.

This idea was illustrated by Vygotsky with the example of water. A

molecule of water consists of atoms of oxygen and hydrogen joined in a

certain way. The molecule, but not its constituent parts, can be consid-

ered a germ of water. For instance, both oxygen and hydrogen are highly

flammable substances when taken separately. However, the attributes of

individual components are of little consequence when the components

are integrated within a higher-level unit. It is the structure of the mole-

cule of H2O that makes water nonflammable.

Another feature of Vygotsky’s methodology differentiating it from

most other psychological research is its position regarding the effect of

research on the object of study. Traditional psychological research meth-

odology requires that researchers avoid any intentional intervention into

the phenomena they study. However, in the context of developmental re-

search, conducting a controlled experiment, that is, a comparative study

of the impact of various factors on the process of development necessar-

ily involves an intervention into the process. The ability to influence the
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process of development can be considered an indication that the underly-

ing understanding of development is correct. On the other hand, if the

outcome of development is different from what is expected, this can be

crucial feedback indicating the need for further analysis. An intentional

intervention into the process of development can be considered a legiti-

mate and even necessary research strategy (see, e.g., the concept of

‘‘action research,’’ Argyris and Schön 1996). Accordingly, the preferred

method of empirical study within Vygotsky’s cultural-historical psychol-

ogy was the ‘‘formative experiment,’’ an experimental intervention into

the process of development aimed at facilitating the emergence of certain

developmental outcomes.

These general methodological principles were applied by Vygotsky in

studies of the relationship between the mind and society. The studies

focused on two dimensions of the dialectical interaction between individ-

uals and the world: (a) internal–external, and (b) individual–collective.

These two dimensions were addressed with sets of different, if closely re-

lated, concepts and research methods. However, the general idea in both

cases was the same: the border between the individual and the social

world is not an absolute one. The human mind is intrinsically related to

culture and society through processes and phenomena that transcend the

borders between internal and external, individual and collective.

3.3.5 The Internal–External Dimension: Higher Psychological

Functions, Mediation, and Internalization

One concept proposed by Vygotsky for analysis of the social determina-

tion of mind was the notion of higher psychological functions. Higher

psychological functions can be contrasted with ‘‘natural’’ psychological

functions, that is, mental abilities such as memory or perception with

which every animal is born. Natural functions can develop as a result of

maturation, practice, or imitation, but their structure does not change

and these functions are basically the same in similar species. Human

beings have natural psychological functions, too, which are similar to

those of other primates. However, human beings also develop higher

psychological functions. Higher psychological functions emerge as a re-

sult of a restructuring of natural psychological functions in a cultural
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environment. This restructuring can be described as an emerging media-

tion of natural psychological functions.

Human beings seldom interact with the world directly. An enormous

number of artifacts has been developed by humankind to mediate our re-

lationship with the world. Using these artifacts is the hallmark of living

the life of a human being. Tools or instruments—physical artifacts medi-

ating external activities—are easy to recognize, and their impact on the

everyday life of every individual is obvious.

By way of analogy to conventional technical tools (like hammers),

Vygotsky introduced the notion of psychological tools, such as an alge-

braic notation, a map, or a blueprint. Technical tools are intended to

help people affect things, while psychological tools are signs intended to

help people affect others or themselves (Vygotsky 1982a). Of course,

‘‘psychological tools’’ and tools in a more traditional sense are very dif-

ferent. Vygotsky warned against pushing the analogy too far (Vygotsky

1982a, 1983).2 However, one thing is common to instruments and signs:

their role in human activity. Both hammers and maps are mediators. The

use of mediators, whether crushing a nutshell with a hammer or orient-

ing oneself in an unfamiliar city using a map, changes the structure of

activity. Psychological tools transform natural mental processes into in-

strumental acts (fig. 3.2), that is, mental processes mediated by culturally

developed means. Vygotsky referred to mediated mental processes as

Figure 3.2
The structure of an instrumental act (Vygotsky 1982a). ‘‘A-B’’ represents a sim-
ple association between two stimuli, underlying a natural mnemonic act. When
memory transforms into a high-level psychological function, this association is
replaced with an instrumental act comprising ‘‘A-X’’ and ‘‘X-B.’’
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higher mental functions, to separate them from unmediated natural men-

tal functions that can be observed in other animals as well.

Initially, Vygotsky (1982a) made no distinction between psychological

tools as physical artifacts (e.g., pieces of art, maps, diagrams, blueprints)

and as symbolic systems (e.g., languages, numeric systems, algebraic

notations) that in some cases can exist only ‘‘in the head.’’ It did not

take long, however, for him to realize the importance of whether or not

psychological tools are physical, external artifacts. Empirical studies of

higher psychological functions showed that in many cases, subjects who

used external mediational artifacts to solve a task spontaneously stopped

using these artifacts and improved their performance. Vygotsky (1983)

explained this phenomenon in terms of internalization,3 or the ‘‘transi-

tion of an external operation into an internal one’’ (Vygotsky 1983, our

translation).

In the process of internalization, some of the previously external pro-

cesses can take place in the internal plane, ‘‘in the head.’’ The processes

remain to be mediated, but mediated by internal rather than external

signs. It should be emphasized that internalization is not a translation of

initially external processes into a preexisting internal plane; the internal

plane itself is created through internalization (Leontiev 1978). Internal-

ization of mediated external processes results in mediated internal pro-

cesses. Externally mediated functions become internally mediated.

Internalization is not just an elimination of external processes but

rather a redistribution of internal and external components within a

function as a whole. Such a redistribution may result in a substantial

transformation of both external and internal components, such as an

increased reliance on internal components at the expense of external

ones, but both internal and external components are always present.

The raison d’être for internal activities is their actual or potential impact

on how the individual interacts with the world. The impact can be made

only through external activities. For instance, after conducting calcula-

tions ‘‘in the head’’ a child may decide to buy fewer candies than she

had originally planned because she realizes that their total cost would ex-

ceed the amount of cash she has.

Internalization was the object of study in an empirical investiga-

tion conducted by Leontiev (1931) under Vygotsky’s supervision. The
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study employed a method called ‘‘double stimulation,’’ created by Vygot-

sky specifically for studies of the development of higher psychological

functions. The main feature of this method is presenting the subject

with two sets of stimuli. The first, primary set comprises stimuli used by

the subject to solve an experimental task. The task could be—as it was in

Leontiev’s study—remembering a set of words (stimuli) for subsequent

recall. The subjects are also provided with another, secondary set of

stimuli as auxiliary means for performing the task. Stimuli of the second-

ary set are signs referring to the stimuli of the primary set. The aim of

using the method of double stimulation was to be able to compare prob-

lem solving with and without secondary sets of stimuli. The design

allowed for the analysis of the impact of mediation on subjects’ perfor-

mance in various cognitive tasks.

In the study conducted by Leontiev, the double stimulation method

was employed as follows. Subjects of three age groups—preschool chil-

dren, middle school children, and university students—were presented

with lists of words with the instruction to remember the words. After

the presentation the subjects were asked to recall as many words as pos-

sible. The lists of words constituted the primary sets of stimuli. Each

group of subjects was divided into two subgroups corresponding to two

experimental conditions. In one condition the words were the only

stimuli presented. In another condition the subjects were given a second-

ary set of stimuli, a stack of picture cards, which they could use as mne-

monic tools. For instance, to remember the word ‘‘dinner,’’ a subject

could select a picture of an onion and lay it away. Layaway cards could

be used by the subjects during the recall phase of the experiment.

It was found that performance in each of these conditions improved

with age and that using cards generally improved performance. How-

ever, the difference between recalling words with or without cards was

manifested differently in the three age groups (see fig. 3.3).

In preschool children, the performance was rather poor and approxi-

mately at the same level in both conditions. In middle-school children the

usage of cards resulted in a marked increase in performance level com-

pared to the no-cards condition. University students showed a high level

of performance under both conditions, and the difference between the

conditions was small.
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The data were interpreted by Leontiev as an indication that children of

the three age groups were at different levels in the development of medi-

ated memory. Preschool children had not yet developed mediation capa-

bilities, so they could not benefit from using the cards. That was why

there was little difference between their performance under the two con-

ditions. Middle-school children could successfully use the cards as exter-

nal mediational tools and that was the reason they could substantially

benefit from using the cards. Finally, the university students, according

to Leontiev, reached similar levels of performance in both conditions be-

cause their memory was mediated whether or not they used the cards.

When they could use the cards, they relied on them as external media-

tors. When no external mediators were provided, they used internal

mediators, which were almost as effective as external mediators.

Empirical data from this and other studies employing the double stim-

ulation technique (Vygotsky 1982b) supported the view of a restructuring

of mental processes as a result of development in a cultural environment.

The restructuring follows the stages of (a) no mediation, (b) external me-

diation, and (c) internal mediation resulting from internalization.

Figure 3.3
‘‘Leontiev’s parallelogram’’: memory task performance with and without second-
ary stimuli in three age groups (P-performance, the number of correctly recalled
words; solid line, memory recall with secondary stimuli; broken line, memory re-
call without secondary stimuli; 1, preschool children; 2, middle school children;
3, university students) (adapted from Leontiev 1931).
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Therefore, over the course of internalization, external processes can

transform into internal ones and there is no firm boundary between the

internal, the inner world of subjective phenomena, and the external, the

objective world. Internalization is one of the main modes of cultural de-

termination of the mind. Internalization enables external mediation by

culturally developed tools to effect internal, mental processes, which be-

come culturally mediated, as well.

The individual–collective dimension: The dynamics of the social distri-

bution of the mind Vygotsky’s call for a revision of the traditional

view of a border separating the mind from the physical world was paral-

leled by a call for a revision of another dichotomy, that between the in-

dividual and others. It was claimed that individuals and their social

environments are not separated by an impenetrable border. Instead,

they were to be understood as two poles of a single individual-collective

dimension. Mental processes transform along this dimension of the

dynamics of mental processes over the course of their development.

Sometimes this dimension is not clearly differentiated from the previous

one: both the internal–external dimension and the individual–collective

dimension are considered different aspects of the same phenomenon of

internalization. In other words, internalization is considered a process

during which phenomena external to the subject, both physical and so-

cial, become both individual and internal.

However, these two dimensions—internal–external and individual–

social—should not be merged into a single dimension (see also Arievitch

and Van der Veer 1995). The dynamics of the internal and external com-

ponents of psychological functions can be relatively independent of the

dynamics of individual and collective processes.

This can be illustrated with examples of internalization that are not

paralleled by a transformation of collective activities into individual

ones. For instance, consider a person driving a car who initially relies

on a map but eventually learns the map and gets by without it. The

means of carrying out the navigation task undergoes a significant trans-

formation: from relying on an external artifact to relying on an internal-

ized representation. However, over the course of this transformation the

activity does not necessarily become less (or more) collective; it remains
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an individual activity. Or, consider a musician who plays in an orchestra

and internalizes musical scores when participating in the collective activ-

ity. The degree to which the musician relies on external artifacts (music

sheets) has little to do with participation in the collective activity of the

orchestra.

These examples indicate that a decreased reliance on an external arti-

fact does not necessarily imply a corresponding transformation of a col-

lective activity into an individual one. But it does not mean that these

two processes are completely independent. They may well be two aspects

of the same phenomenon. Yet they are different issues and each deserves

a special analysis.

The dynamics of the individual and the social was a key issue in

cultural-historical psychology. This issue was addressed by Vygotsky

with two concepts, closely related to each other: the law of psychological

development and the zone of proximal development.

From interpsychological to intrapsychological According to Vygotsky,

the acquisition of psychological functions is subordinated to a universal

law of psychological development: new psychological functions do not

directly appear as functions of the individual (i.e., intrapsychological

functions). First a function is distributed between the individual and

other people; it emerges as an interpsychological function. Even though

the individual may carry out some or even most components of a func-

tion, she cannot initially perform the function alone. Over time, the indi-

vidual progressively masters the function and can reach the phase at

which he can perform the function without help from others.

For instance, when new drivers start learning to drive a car in a spe-

cially equipped training car, they may appear responsible for the driving

(performing basic operations such as pressing pedals and turning the

steering wheel). But much of the driving may in fact be performed by

the instructor, who sets the direction, monitors the overall situation, and

makes most decisions. With time, the learner can assume responsibility

for more and more tasks and eventually develop the ability to drive on

his own. The same or similar phenomena can be observed in practically

any other case of an individual acquiring a new function, including read-

ing and writing. Even if an individual appears to learn alone, a closer
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look may reveal support provided by other people in the design of a text-

book, the functionality of an interactive help system, or other artifacts

and environments that embody the experience of other learners, helpers,

and teachers.

Therefore, the ‘‘universal law of psychological development’’ states

that new psychological functions first emerge as interpsychological ones

and then as intrapsychological ones. An application of this law to the

practical tasks of assessment and support of child development resulted

in the formulation of the most well-known concept of cultural historical

psychology, the concept of the zone of proximal development.

3.3.6 The Zone of Proximal Development

Traditionally, the way of assessing the level of development of a child

has been (and still is) to measure the achievement level of the individual,

that is, what the individual can accomplish at the moment of evaluation.

The achievement level can be measured, for instance, by establishing the

maximum level of difficulty of tasks that can be solved by the individual.

Vygotsky observed that, paradoxically, achievement-based methods of

developmental assessment do not assess how a child is going to develop.

They are oriented toward the past. Indicators of current performance can

only assess the outcomes of development that has already taken place.

These indicators are not especially useful for assessing the future of de-

velopment, of how the level of performance can be expected to change

over time.

The idea of the zone of proximal development was proposed by

Vygotsky as a solution to this problem with traditional methods of as-

sessment of development. Vygotsky’s original definition of the zone of

proximal development was as follows:

The distance between the actual level of development as determined by in-
dependent problem solving and the level of potential development as deter-
mined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration
with more capable peers. (Vygotsky 1978)

Vygotsky’s suggestion was to measure the level of development not

through the level of current performance, but through the difference

(‘‘the distance’’) between two performance indicators: (1) an indicator
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of independent problem solving, and (2) an indicator of problem solving

in a situation in which the individual is provided with support from

other people.

Imagine two eight-year-old children. The kinds of math problems the

children can solve are approximately the same and correspond to what is

considered ‘‘normal’’ for their age. However, if the same amount of help

is provided to these two children in solving the test problems, the results

may be very different. The first child reaches the level characteristic of

twelve-year-olds, while the second child only reaches the level character-

istic of nine-year-olds. Apparently, the developmental potential of the

first child is higher than that of the second child. However, these differ-

ences cannot be captured by the traditional methods used to measure the

level of development.

The notion of the zone of proximal development can be derived from

the law of psychological development described in the previous section.

According to this law, psychological functions develop through two

phases: first they emerge in the interpsychological plane and then in the

intrapsychological plane. The emergence of a function in the interpsy-

chological plane can be the first phase of further development, for the

function that emerges in the interpsychological plane is likely to appear

in the intrapsychological plane as well. Even if the individual has not

yet reached a certain level of psychological function according to indica-

tors of actual development (e.g., independent problem solving), the fact

that this function already exists as distributed between the individual

and other people can be a powerful predictor of the next step in the indi-

vidual’s development.

At the same time, the notion of the zone of proximal development

does not imply that the law of psychological development should be un-

derstood in a deterministic sense. The first interpsychological phase of

development of a function creates conditions for the second phase, but

it does not mean that this function will inevitably emerge as an intrapsy-

chological one.

Once again, the emphasis of this discussion on two separate dimen-

sions of the relation between human beings and the world—the internal

–external dimension and the individual–collective dimension—does not

mean that these dimensions are independent of each other. Even though
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these dimensions are distinct, they are still closely related. For instance,

when an external component is internalized, it also affects the individual

–collective dimension. Externally used tools and signs can be shared and

thus facilitate communication, while internalization can make communi-

cation more problematic.

3.3.7 Pushing the Boundaries of the Individual

Taken together, Vygotsky’s ideas defined a new perspective in psychol-

ogy. This perspective attempted to find the origins of mind in culture

and society. Instead of considering the social world an external context

in which mind originates and develops according to its own immanent

laws, cultural-historical psychology considered culture and society to be

a generative force shaping the very nature of the human mind. Many

other approaches took (and still are taking) for granted that the subjec-

tive processes of the individual constitute a separate world related to

objective reality mostly through perception. It is up to the individual to

decipher sensory inputs and transform them into a meaningful picture

of reality (and, possibly, actions, understood as motor responses).

Cultural-historical psychology takes a radically difference stance. It pos-

tulates that reality itself is filled with meanings and values. Human

beings develop their own meanings and values not by processing sensory

inputs but by appropriating the meaning and values objectively existing

in the world. The most thorough perceptual analyses of the shape, color,

and other visual attributes of religious symbols and texts do not guaran-

tee that the perceiver understands the commandments of a religion, for

example. Such an understanding requires an interaction with the world

at a higher level than visual perception: the person needs to relate to

meanings that are already there. The border between the mind and the

physical world, between the individual and other people, is not closed.

It is being dynamically redefined on a moment-to-moment basis depend-

ing on a variety of factors. Meaning and values can cross these borders—

and of course, are creatively transformed along the way.

The ideas of cultural-historical psychology were carried further by

Aleksey Leontiev, who elaborated them (or at least some of them) into a

system of concepts and principles known as activity theory. Interestingly
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enough, the development of activity theory, as we discuss below, was in

a sense a by-product of another project undertaken by Leontiev.

3.4 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MIND

3.4.1 Aleksey Leontiev (1904–1979)

As mentioned, during the first phase of his professional life as a psychol-

ogist, Leontiev studied phenomena of mediated memory within the

framework of a large-scale research program initiated and coordinated

by Vygotsky. Later in his career, Leontiev formulated his own agenda

which directed his research for several decades. This agenda was one of

the most ambitious in the history of psychology (after all, Leontiev was a

student of Vygotsky). The objective was no less than to provide a histor-

ical account of the mind, from the emergence of basic forms of psyche

early in biological evolution, all the way through to advanced forms of

human consciousness. The study, reported in the book Problems of the

Development of Mind (Leontiev 1981),4 is one of the most well-known

and influential studies in Russian psychology. However, no matter how

fundamental and insightful, it is not Leontiev’s exploration of the evolu-

tion of mind that is considered his main contribution, but the conceptual

framework of activity theory which eventually grew out of the evolution-

ary exploration of mind.

3.4.2 The Concept of Activity and the Evolution of Psyche

The general idea of the human mind as a special kind of organ that

emerged in evolution to help organisms survive has been part of Russian

psychology since the 1920s. However, the idea remained an abstract

statement, a philosophical claim rather than a theory. Leontiev’s ambi-

tion was to translate this general statement into a concrete description

of how the first phenomena that can be called ‘‘psyche’’ emerged in his-

tory, and how they developed into the current variety of mental phenom-

ena. To accomplish this goal Leontiev needed a special kind of analytical

tool, a concept more general than psyche, that would make it possible to

define the context in which the psyche emerges and develops. An obvious
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candidate for such a concept is ‘‘life,’’ since ultimately this is what under-

goes evolutionary changes. However, this concept is too general and too

vague. ‘‘Activity,’’ as we will see below, was chosen by Leontiev as a

concept that can provide a more concrete insight into what ‘‘life’’ is.

The concept of activity first played the role of an analytical tool help-

ing to build a theory of the evolutionary development of the mind.

However, over the course of the implementation of Leontiev’s research

program, the concept underwent substantial transformations. It was

elaborated on, its meaning became more developed, and its relation to

mind in general became more concrete. In effect, Leontiev’s research

program produced two results instead of one. Not only did it provide

an account of the historical development of the mind, it also formulated

a number of ideas and principles about the nature of activity. In the

1970s Leontiev summarized these ideas and principles into a coherent,

if incomplete, framework comprising the foundations of activity theory

(Leontiev 1978).

3.4.3 The Emergence of Psyche in Biological Evolution

The analysis of the evolution of the mind was conducted by Leontiev

according to the main principles of the developmental research method-

ology described above. This methodology requires: (1) identifying the

point in development when the initial, early instance of the developing

system (the phenomenon under consideration), which already has the

characteristic features of the system, emerges for the first time; (2) iden-

tifying the main contradictions existing at each phase of development;

and (3) tracing the development of the system, unfolding as a result of

resolving the contradictions. Contradictions in developmental research

methodology are understood in a broad sense, as inconsistencies or dis-

crepancies within the system or, more commonly, between the system

and its environment.

For Leontiev, the phenomenon under consideration, the developing

system he analyzed, was the mind, or psyche. Accordingly, the first chal-

lenge was to find the earliest, most elementary form of psyche as it

emerged in evolution. The task was anything but trivial. There were a

number of views regarding when exactly in biological evolution psyche

appears for the first time. Is psyche a property of all living organisms?
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Must the ‘‘evolutionary threshold’’ be raised to include only animals

having central nervous system? Only humans? Since answers to these

questions were, quite understandably, based on logical arguments and

beliefs rather than empirical evidence, it was hardly possible to establish

with certainty which of the answers, if any, was correct. Therefore, the

problem remained open and a space was left for suggesting new possible

solutions. Leontiev did just that by developing his own line of arguments

and proposing his own hypothesis about the emergence of psyche in bio-

logical evolution. These arguments and hypothesis can be summarized as

follows.

A characteristic feature of all biological organisms is their ability to

actively respond to environmental factors, that is, their responsiveness.

Organisms are not passively influenced by the environment; they develop

their own internal and external responses using their own energy. This

responsiveness, according to Leontiev, can be of two different types.

First, organisms can respond to stimuli that produce direct biological

effects. For instance, food may trigger digestive processes and can be

actively assimilated by an organism, while changes in the ambient tem-

perature may result in responses directed at maintaining an organism’s

own temperature within certain limits. Another type of responsiveness

takes place when an organism responds to a stimulus that does not pro-

duce a direct biological effect. A smell of food or a sound signifying

danger can elicit a strong response without immediately affecting the

organism’s biology. This second type of responsiveness, called sensitivity,

that is, an ability to respond to signals carrying biologically significant

information, was considered by Leontiev the most basic manifestation

of psyche.

Since the inception of sensitivity there have been two main lines of de-

velopment of organisms in biological evolution. The first line is the devel-

opment of the ability to maintain basic life-support processes, such as

digestion. The second line is development of the ability to interact with

the environment which results in the acquisition of new perceptual, cog-

nitive, and motor functions and organs, such as the senses, the nervous

system, and limbs.

Having identified the most basic form of psyche, Leontiev went on

to trace the development of progressively more advanced forms of psy-

che caused by dialectical contradictions between organisms and their
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environments. He considered changes in the environment, on the one

hand, and the acquisition of more sophisticated forms of interaction

with the environment, on the other, to be the driving forces behind

development.

The emergence of psyche itself was, according to Leontiev, caused by a

radical change in the life conditions of biological organisms: a transi-

tion from living in a homogeneous ‘‘primordial soup,’’ in which life orig-

inally appeared, to living in an environment consisting of discrete things,

or objects. Objects are characterized by relatively stable combinations

of properties. Some of these properties, which are of direct biological

importance, are systematically associated with other properties, which

are not. The latter, therefore, can be used as signals of the former. As

a result, organisms that develop sensitivity—the ability to respond to

signals—have better chances of survival in an environment composed of

distinct objects than do organisms without such an ability.

Leontiev discerned three stages of the development of psychological

functions in animals: the sensory stage, the perceptual stage, and the in-

telligence stage. At the sensory stage, organisms recognize and respond

to isolated attributes of the environment but cannot recognize whole

objects and their relations. Imagine a fish that is placed in an aquarium

where food, located very close to the fish, cannot be reached directly be-

cause of an obstacle, say, a glass wall separating the fish from the food.

The fish eventually learns to reach the food by following the shape of

the obstacle. When the obstacle is removed, the fish can get the food

much more easily, but, as shown in some experimental studies (Leontiev

1981), it may continue to follow the shape of the obstacle for some time

after the obstacle is removed. Most animals are at a more advanced per-

ceptual stage of development. When they see that the obstacle between

themselves and the food is removed, they go to the food directly.

Some animals, such as apes, reach the highest stage in Leontiev’s hier-

archy of animal psyche, the intelligence stage. These animals are able to

develop sophisticated mental representations of problem situations in

which they are immediately engaged. Such representations allow for

problem-solving behavior characterized by effectiveness, fast learning,

and high transfer. An example of intelligent animal problem solving is

Köhler’s famous chimpanzee trying to reach a banana without success
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and suddenly ‘‘realizing’’ that a stick could be used to get the banana

(Köhler 1925). Such an insight can instantly change the chimpanzee’s be-

havior and can be applied directly, without any trial-and-error, in a wide

range of similar situations.

3.4.4 The Origins of the Concept of Activity

The concept of activity plays a crucial role in Leontiev’s analysis of the

evolution of psyche. The concept was introduced as fundamental as

soon as Leontiev set out to discover the earliest manifestations of mind:

I will call the processes of activity the specific processes through which a
live, that is, active relation of the subject to reality is realized, as opposed
to other types of processes. (Leontiev 1981)

Immediately after introducing the concept of activity Leontiev introduced

the concept of the object of activity. He emphasized that activities cannot

exist without their objects: ‘‘Any activity of an organism is directed at a

certain object; an ‘objectless’ activity is impossible’’ (Leontiev 1981).

A distinction between mental and nonmental phenomena required that

both be defined in terms of a general overarching concept and then dif-

ferentiated within this frame of reference. Activity was chosen by Leon-

tiev to play the role of such a basic, fundamental concept. He used this

concept to describe the transition from ‘‘premental’’ life, that is, life pro-

cesses prior to the emergence of psyche, to more advanced forms of life

associated with mental phenomena, as

a transition from a ‘‘pre-mental’’ activity, that is, activity, which is not
mediated by a representation of objective reality, to activity, which is medi-
ated by a representation of objective reality. . . . Therefore, psyche, mental
activity, is not something that is added to life but a special form of life, in-
evitably emerging in the process of its development. (Leontiev 1981)

Thus, two historical threads can be discerned in Leontiev’s analysis of

the evolution of psyche. The first thread is a long-term project dealing

with developmental transformations of the mind. The second thread is a

development of the key analytical tool used by Leontiev in his historical

analysis, the concept of activity. When the concept is first introduced, it

is a basic and rather undeveloped seed, possessing the crucial attributes

of the concept (an active relation of the subject to reality, always oriented
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toward and determined by its object) but virtually nothing else. How-

ever, over the course of Leontiev’s developmental analysis, as will be

shown in the next section, the meaning of the concept also develops,

especially when Leontiev goes on to discuss the development of the

human mind.

3.4.5 The Historical Development of the Human Mind

The development of the human mind was a radically new phase in the

evolution of the psyche. For animals, mind is an organ of survival; it

increases the organism’s fitness regarding its natural environment, just

as claws or fur do. Through assuring the survival of the fittest, evolution

stimulates the development of mind in animals. But with the emergence

of human culture and society, biological evolution ceased to be the

main factor in the development of the mind. The survival of an indi-

vidual living in society depends on economics, politics, and technologies,

rather than fitness understood as the body’s ability to adapt to the natu-

ral environment. Accordingly, the nature of the human mind is deter-

mined not only by biological factors but also by culture and society.

Leontiev specifically analyzed three aspects of culture that have a fun-

damental impact on the mind: tools, language, and the division of labor.

In his analysis of the role of tools and language, Leontiev by and large

followed the approach established by Vygotsky. He considered tools to

be a vehicle for transmitting human experience from generation to gener-

ation. The structure of a tool itself, as well as learning how to use a tool,

changes the structure of human interaction with the world. By appropri-

ating a tool, integrating it into activities, human beings also appropriate

the experience accumulated in the culture. Elaborate practices of creat-

ing, storing, and maintaining tools are the most basic features of human

beings, differentiating them from other animals.

The use of tools is closely related to other factors influencing the devel-

opment of the mind, namely, the use of language and the division of

labor. Continuing the cultural-historical tradition of using the tool meta-

phor for understanding the role of signs and symbols in the functioning

and development of the mind, Leontiev focused on the role of tools in

the development of concepts. Concepts have a general meaning applica-
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ble to a variety of concrete situations and experiences. Over the course of

their individual development (ontogenesis), human beings learn and ap-

propriate concepts already existing in their cultures. The concepts, how-

ever, have not always been there. They are a result of the positive and

negative experiences of people who contributed to the development

of the culture. One might ask: How did the first concepts, the first

generalizations emerge from individual human experience? Leontiev sug-

gested a hypothesis that may provide an answer, at least a partial one, to

this question.

Early tools, such as a stone axe, could be used for a variety of pur-

poses. They could, for example, cut trees, kill animals, or dig soil. The

objects to which an axe was applied could be soft or hard. Some objects

were easy to cut, some required substantial time and effort, and some

were so hard that it was impossible even to leave a dent on them. Despite

these differences, all the objects could be compared against the axe,

which was an invariant component of all encounters. Therefore, the axe

could be considered an embodied standard of softness/hardness. Using

the axe for practical purposes to do something with an object in the

environment had the side effect of placing the object on a ‘‘scale’’ of

softness/hardness. This scale emerged as a generalization of the indi-

vidual experience of using the tool. Since people followed shared, cultur-

ally developed procedures of creating and using tools, the tools could

serve as an embodiment of abstract concepts based on the generalization

of both individual and collective experience.

Another implication of the use of tools for the historical development

of the human mind is their role in the emergence of the division of labor.

Even though the division of labor was the result of a variety of factors, it

was tools that assured the development of the sophisticated forms of co-

ordination typical of collaborative work and other socially distributed

activities. On the one hand, the production of tools became a separate

activity that required specialized skills. Individuals who possessed these

skills were likely to make tools for other members of a social group,

which was probably one of the first examples of the division of labor.

On the other hand, tools and other artifacts (such as clothes) could facil-

itate the coordination of individual contributions to collective activities

by signifying the social status and specific responsibilities of their owners.
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The division of labor, according to Leontiev, had special significance

for the development of the mind. When a person participates in a socially

distributed work activity, his actions are typically motivated by one ob-

ject but directed to another. Let us consider Leontiev’s canonical exam-

ple of activity, the collective activity of hunting. Individuals participating

in a collective hunt may be divided into two groups: one group (the

beaters) beats the bushes in order to scare the animals and make them

move in a certain direction, and another group hides, waiting to ambush

the animals directed toward them by the beaters. Both groups are moti-

vated by food. However, for members of the first group, the immediate

goal is not to get closer to the animals and kill them but, on the contrary,

to scare them away. These hunters are motivated by their share of the

whole catch which they expect to receive as a reward for their contribu-

tion to the hunt. But taken out of the context of the collective activity,

the actions of these hunters appear to have no meaning.

A noncoincidence of objects that motivate an activity and objects at

which that activity is directed is a characteristic feature of human activ-

ity. In animal activities, motivating objects and directing objects basically

coincide. If the activity of an animal is directed toward an object, this ob-

ject typically immediately corresponds to a certain need. In human activ-

ities, however, the link between what an individual is doing and what

she is trying to attain through what she is doing is often difficult to estab-

lish. The structure of human activities, as opposed to the structure of the

activities of other animals, can be extremely complex. The main reason

behind this, according to Leontiev, is a transformation that individual

activities undergo as a result of participation in the division of labor.

When an individual takes part in a socially distributed activity, the differ-

ence between motivating and directing objects is forced on the individual

by the organization of the activity. The division of labor makes dissocia-

tion between the motivation and the direction of activity an objective at-

tribute of an individual’s interaction with the world. Internalization of

this dissociation changes the structure of individual activities. Individual

activities can potentially develop a complex relationship between moti-

vating and directing objects.

In a way, the historical evolution of mind illustrates the ‘‘universal law

of psychological development’’ formulated by Vygotsky for individual
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development: new functions and attributes emerge first as distributed be-

tween the individual and his or her social environment (that is, as inter-

psychological ones) and then become appropriated by individuals (that

is, become intrapsychological ones). The division of labor makes attain-

ing a goal within a collective activity meaningful (or at least rewarded)

even if the relation of the goal to the object of the activity as a whole is

not straightforward. The ability to connect the current focus of one’s

efforts with their ultimate intended outcome and to integrate indirectly

related actions first emerges in history as supported by the division of

labor. At this stage of development, the ability to coordinate intermedi-

ate goals can exist only as distributed between people. For instance, the

beaters in the hunt above could perform their roles without understand-

ing the actual meaning of their actions. But it seems plausible that collec-

tive activities can be carried out much more successfully if contributing

individuals understand the relationship between intermediate and ulti-

mate outcomes. Therefore, the division of labor creates conditions for

the dissociation between motives and goals. This dissociation first

emerges in collective activities and then in individual activities and

minds.

3.4.6 The Structure of Human Activity

Needs, motives, and the object of activity So far we have discussed

‘‘activity’’ in a broad sense, as subject–object interaction in general. In

this broad meaning, any process of a subject’s interaction with the world

can be qualified as an activity. However, in activity theory, the term also

has a narrower meaning. According to this meaning, activity refers to a

specific level of subject–object interaction, the level at which the object

has the status of a motive. A motive is an object that meets a certain

need of the subject. The reason the notion of motive plays a key role in

the conceptual framework of activity theory will be evident from the dis-

cussion below.

Let us consider more closely the idea of subject–object interaction that

takes place at several levels simultaneously. Obviously, at any given mo-

ment, we can discern a whole range of objects with which a subject is

interacting. For instance, depending on the angle from which a person is
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viewed, he can be described as hitting a key on a computer keyboard,

typing a word, or writing a novel. Accordingly, the objects the person is

dealing with include the key, the word, and the novel, all at the same

time. These objects constitute a hierarchy, where objects located higher

in the hierarchy define larger-scale units of subject–object interaction.

The top-level object in the hierarchy, according to activity theory, has a

special status. The reason the subject is attempting to attain this object is

the object itself. The object is perceived as something that can meet a

need of the subject. In other words, the object motivates the subject—it

is a motive.

Activity in the narrow sense is a unit of subject–object interaction

defined by the subject’s motive. It is a system of processes oriented to-

ward the motive, where the meaning of any individual component of

the system is determined by its role in attaining the motive.

Therefore, according to activity theory, the ultimate cause behind

human activities is needs. Needs can be viewed, according to Leontiev,

from either a biological or a psychological perspective. From a biological

perspective, a need is an objective requirement of an organism. Having

a need means that something should be present in the environment.

Organisms may need food, water, air, or a certain temperature main-

tained in an appropriate range, in order to survive and reproduce. From

a psychological perspective, a need is a directedness of activities toward

the world, toward bringing about desirable changes in the environment.

It is expressed in particular behavior and subjective experiences.

At the psychological level, needs can be represented in two different

ways. Needs that are not ‘‘objectified,’’ that is, not associated with a con-

crete object, cause general excitement which stimulates the search for an

object to satisfy the need. The subject may experience discomfort (‘‘a

need state’’). However, this discomfort cannot direct the subject and

help satisfy the need, except in stimulating an exploratory behavior that

is not directed at anything in particular. When a need meets its object,

which, according to Leontiev, is ‘‘a moment of extraordinary impor-

tance’’ (1978), the need itself is transformed, that is, objectified. When a

need becomes coupled with an object, an activity emerges. From that

moment on, the object becomes a motive and the need not only stimu-

lates but also directs the subject. An unobjectified need is a raw state of
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need looking for an object, while an objectified need is one with a

defined object, where the subject knows what it is looking for.

Therefore, the most fundamental property of needs, according to

Leontiev, is that they cannot be separated from objects. The defining fea-

ture of unobjectified needs is that they are seeking objects, while objecti-

fied needs manifest themselves through their objects. The very concept of

activity includes its orientation toward an object, an object that both

motivates and directs the activity. The object of activity, which is defined

by Leontiev as the ‘‘true motive’’ of an activity (Leontiev 1978), is the

most important attribute differentiating one activity from another.

Human needs are different from other animals’ needs. Psychological

needs of other animals are related to biological needs, and their activities

are directed toward objects associated with biological needs. However,

even in nonhuman animals, biological needs do not directly determine

the objects of the needs. When selecting objects of their activities, ani-

mals can rely on a wide range of attributes that may be only indirectly

related to biological properties. This ability provides obvious advan-

tages. For instance, a lion that attacks only the slower antelopes might

survive longer than a lion that attacks indiscriminately. The more devel-

oped an animal, the more its psychological needs are influenced by the

structure and affordances of the environment, and the more difficult it is

to trace the behavior of the animal to underlying biological needs.

In humans, some psychological needs are clearly based on biological

needs. However, even these needs are transformed by culture and society

which provide incentives, guidance, and constraints on selecting the

objects of the needs and the means of satisfying them. More importantly,

human psychological needs are not limited to needs based on biology.

The relationship of human psychological needs to biology is difficult or

impossible to trace, and sometimes this relationship appears to be nega-

tive rather than positive. Some cultural practices and many rituals do not

seem to be healthy, sensible, or even pleasant.

Activity theory neither proposes a taxonomy of potentially effective

needs (as do some psychological approaches, e.g., Maslow 1968) nor

provides strict criteria to differentiate motives from nonmotives. Human

needs are always in the process of developing, so it is impossible in prin-

ciple to give a definitive description of all possible needs and motives.
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What activity theory does propose is a conceptual framework to bridge

the gap between motivation and action. Activity theory provides a coher-

ent account for processes at various levels of acting in the world.

Activities, actions, and operations Activity in a narrow sense is a unit

of life, a subset of all possible processes related to the interaction of the

subject with the world. The subset is defined by its orientation toward a

specific motive. However, activities are not monolithic. Each activity, in

its turn, can be represented as a hierarchical structure organized into

three layers. The top layer is the activity itself, which is oriented toward

a motive. The motive is the object, which stimulates, excites the subject.

It is the object that the subject ultimately needs to attain.

However, human activities are typically not directed straight toward

their motives. As in the hunters example, described above, socially dis-

tributed activities are characterized by a dissociation between their moti-

vating and directing objects. Complex relations between these two types

of objects are present in society and are a fact of life for people who live

in society. Participation in social activities makes it necessary for indi-

vidual subjects to reproduce within the structure of their individual activ-

ities the complex, mediated dissociation between (a) objects that attract

them and (b) objects at which their activities are directed.

In other words, an activity may be composed of a sequence of steps,

each of which is not immediately related to the motive even though

the sequence as a whole may eventually result in attaining the motive.

According to activity theory terminology, these components of activity

are actions. The objects at which they are directed are called goals. Goals

are conscious; we are typically aware of the goals we want to attain. In

contrast, we may not be immediately aware of our motives. Leontiev

observed that making motives conscious requires a special effort of

making sense of ‘‘indirect evidence,’’ that is, ‘‘motives are revealed to

consciousness only objectively by means of analysis of activity and its

dynamics. Subjectively, they appear only in their oblique expression, in

the form of experiencing wishes, desires, or striving toward a goal’’

(Leontiev 1978).

Actions, in their turn, can also be decomposed into lower-level units of

activity called operations. Operations are routine processes providing an

adjustment of an action to the ongoing situation. They are oriented to-
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ward the conditions under which the subject is trying to attain a goal.

People are typically not aware of operations. Operations may emerge as

an ‘‘improvisation,’’ as the result of a spontaneous adjustment of an

action on the fly. For example, walking through a crowd, one can carry

out elaborate maneuvering to avoid colliding with other people and

physical obstacles without even realizing it. Another source of operations

is the automatization of actions. Over the course of learning and fre-

quent execution, a conscious action may transform into a routine op-

eration. For instance, some skills that in experienced car drivers are

apparently operations result from many hours of practice. When first

learning to drive a car, a novice may need to focus consciously on the

procedure of, for example, changing lanes. Changing lanes for inexperi-

enced drivers can require total concentration, making it impossible to be

engaged in any other activity (such as conversation). However, gradually

this action may become more and more automatic. Eventually a driver

reaches the phase at which changing lanes is done automatically and is

hardly noticed. The driver can now also engage in other simultaneous

activities.

The separation between actions and operations according to their

orientation—respectively, toward the goal and toward the conditions in

which the goal is ‘‘given’’ to the subject—is relative rather than absolute.

Some actions are more directly related to the object of activity than

others. For instance, adding a new section to a draft document is clearly

related to the goal of writing a paper. However, accomplishing this goal

may require a range of auxiliary actions more loosely related to the goal

at hand. One may need to respond to other people’s comments, learn

new features of a word processor such as styles or ‘‘track changes,’’

or find information in physical or electronic archives. Therefore, the

main criterion separating actions from operations is that operations are

automatized.

Levels of activity, shown in figure 3.4, can transform into one another.

Automatization is an example of transformations between actions and

operations. Over the course of practice actions can become automatic

operations. The opposite process is ‘‘deautomatization,’’ the transforma-

tion of routine operations into conscious actions. Such a transformation

can take place, for instance, when an automatized operation fails to pro-

duce the desired outcome and the individual reflects on the reasons for
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the failure and on how the operation can be ‘‘fixed.’’ Typically a new,

more appropriate procedure is devised which first is carried out as a con-

scious action and then becomes an operation. Transformations can also

take place between activities and actions. For instance, a goal subordi-

nated to another higher-level goal can become a motive, so that a former

action acquires the status of an activity.

Functional organs A key concept of activity theory from the point of

view of interaction design is the concept of functional organs. The origins

of this concept can be traced to earlier works, for instance, those by the

Russian physiologist Ukhtomsky, who defined a functional organ in a

broad sense as ‘‘Any temporary combination of forces which is capable

of attaining a definite end’’ (Ukhtomsky 1978, cited in Zinchenko

1996). Leontiev (1981) elaborated this concept by introducing the idea

of functional organs as created by individuals through the combination

of both internal and external resources. Functional organs combine nat-

ural human capabilities with artifacts to allow the individual to attain

goals that could not be attained otherwise. For instance, human eyes in

combination with eyeglasses, binoculars, microscopes, or night-vision

devices, constitute functional organs of vision that may significantly

extend human abilities.

To create and use functional organs, individuals need special kinds of

competencies (Kaptelinin 1996b). Tool-related competencies include

knowledge about the functionality of a tool, as well as skills necessary

to operate it. Task-related competencies include knowledge about the

Figure 3.4
The hierarchical structure of activity. Activities are composed of actions, which
are, in turn, composed of operations (left). These three levels correspond, respec-
tively, to the motive, goals, and conditions, as indicated by bidirectional arrows.
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higher-level goals attainable with the use of a tool, and skills of translat-

ing these goals into the tool’s functionality.

One implication of the notion of functional organs is that the distribu-

tion of activities between mind and artifacts is always functional. It takes

place only within subsystems that have specific functions, more or less

clearly defined. Such subsystems, whether distributed or not, are integral

parts of the subject, who makes ultimate decisions on when to use a

functional organ and whether it has to be updated, modified, or even

completely abandoned. Therefore, the subject must have competencies

of a special type to create and use functional organs efficiently. These

competencies, which can be tentatively labeled as metafunctional, inte-

grate the functional organs into the system of human activities as a

whole (Kaptelinin 1996b). In contrast with tool-related and task-related

competencies, metafunctional competencies are not directly related to

employing functional organs for reaching goals. Instead, they deal with

the coordination of multiple goals that can be attained via one action,

with the limitations of functional organs (for instance, which goals can-

not be achieved with them), and with side effects, maintenance, and

troubleshooting.

3.5 BASIC INSIGHTS AND PRINCIPLES OF ACTIVITY

THEORY: AN OVERVIEW

The aim of this section is to summarize the concepts discussed earlier in

the chapter. We identify two main ideas underlying activity theory and a

set of basic principles that elaborate the ideas and jointly constitute the

general conceptual system of activity theory. The structure we use to out-

line the approach builds on a set of the main features of activity theory

identified by Wertsch (1981).

3.5.1 The Main Ideas of Activity Theory

The two main ideas underlying activity theory, originating from Russian

psychology of the 1920s and 1930s, are

1. the unity of consciousness and activity, and

2. the social nature of the human mind.
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The first idea asserts that the mind emerges, exists, and can be under-

stood only in the context of the subject–object relationship. The second

idea claims that society and culture are not external factors influencing

the human mind but rather generative forces directly involved in the

very production of the mind.

It is important to mention that Leontiev specifically emphasized that

the individual is not a carbon copy of culture and society. In particular,

he pointed out that meanings live a ‘‘double life’’ in the consciousness of

the individual as both (a) meanings that objectively exist in a culture and

are generally shared by individuals who belong to the culture and (b)

‘‘personal senses’’ that are different for each individual.

3.5.2 Basic Principles of Activity Theory

Object-orientedness All human activities are directed toward their

objects. When people design, learn, or sell, they design, learn, or sell

something. Their dreams, emotions, and feelings are also directed toward

something in the world. Analysis of objects is therefore a necessary re-

quirement for understanding human beings, acting either individually or

collectively. Objects of activities are prospective outcomes that motivate

and direct activities, around which activities are coordinated, and in

which activities are crystallized in a final form when the activities are

complete. Objects separate one activity from another. The world pro-

vides resistance and affordances to our attempts to reach the objects of

our activities; through resistance and affordances, objects constrain and

direct what we do. We also develop internal, subjective counterparts of

the objects, which may be no less effective in constraining and directing

our activities than the resistance and affordances of the world. Therefore,

objects can be considered as both external and internal.

A way to understand objects of activities is to think of them as objec-

tives that give meaning to what people do. Concrete actions can be

assessed as to whether or not they help (or otherwise) accomplish the

objectives. But objects do not unilaterally determine activities: it is activ-

ity in its entirety, the subject–object relationship, that determines how

both the subject and the object develop.
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For example, a new family house can be the object of a person’s activ-

ity (as well as an activity of a family as a whole). Over the course of the

activity, the initial idea of the home could change many times, and the

final outcome may look very different from what people envisioned ini-

tially. The subjects of the activity, the individuals and the entire fam-

ily, may also change as a result. The house becomes a part of social

reality—for instance, it is partly shaped by explicit and implicit rules,

norms, and requirements (even, probably, conflicts) existing in the family

and the wider community. Therefore, neither subject nor object alone is

the determining factor; activity unfolds in a social context, transforming

both the subject and the object. It is important that not only subjects but

also objects are taken into account when understanding people and their

activities.

Objects can be physical things (such as the bull’s eye on a target) or

ideal objects (‘‘I want to become a brain surgeon.’’). Leontiev clearly

understood that the concept of object in psychology could not be limited

to the physical, chemical, and biological properties of things. Socially de-

termined properties, including those of artifacts, and the very involve-

ment of things in human activity, are also objective properties that

can be studied with objective methods. So, the principle of object-

orientedness states that human beings live in a reality that is objective in

a broad sense: the things that constitute this reality have not only the

properties that are considered objective according to natural sciences

but socially and culturally defined properties as well.

The hierarchical structure of activity An activity in its broad sense,

such as the subject–object relationship, can be analyzed at different

levels: activities, actions, and operations (Leontiev 1974). Actions are

conscious goal-directed processes that must be undertaken to fulfill the

object. Different actions may be undertaken to meet the same goal. Goals

can have lower-level goals, which can have lower-level goals, and so

forth (akin to the concept of goals/subgoals in artificial intelligence re-

search and other traditions). For example, making a hunting weapon is

an action that entails at a lower level, finding suitable materials and tools

for the manufacture of the weapon. Therefore, the level of actions is itself
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hierarchically organized and can be decomposed into an arbitrary num-

ber of sublevels, from higher-level actions to lower-level actions.

Moving down the hierarchy of actions we cross the border between

conscious and automatic processes. For instance, dialing a phone num-

ber can be a conscious action, but implementing this action by pressing

phone buttons can be performed automatically. The automatic processes,

according to activity theory terminology, are operations, which corre-

spond to the way the action is actually carried out. Operations may

emerge spontaneously, but a more common source of operations is the

automatization of actions, which become routinized and unconscious

with practice. Operations do not have their own goals; rather they pro-

vide an adjustment of actions to current situations. When one is learning

to drive a car, the shifting of the gears is an action with an explicit goal

that must be consciously attended to. Later, shifting gears becomes oper-

ational, and ‘‘can no longer be picked out as a special goal-directed pro-

cess: its goal is not picked out and discerned by the driver’’ (Leontiev

1974).

Activity theory holds that the constituents of activity are not fixed but

dynamic, and this can change as reality changes. This is an important

distinction between activity theory and other constructs such as GOMS.

In activity theory, all levels can move both up and down (Leontiev 1974).

As we saw with gear-shifting, actions become operations as the driver

habituates to them. An operation can become an action when ‘‘condi-

tions impede an action’s execution through previously formed opera-

tions’’ (Leontiev 1974). For example, if a user’s email program ceases to

work, the user continues to send mail by substituting another program,

though now it is necessary to pay conscious attention to an unfamiliar

set of commands. The object remains fixed, but goals, actions, and oper-

ations change as conditions change.

Internalization–Externalization The human mind is not separated from

culture and society. Internalization and externalization are processes that

relate the human mind to its social and cultural environment. There are

two dimensions of externalization–internalization. The first dimension

corresponds to the distinction between mental processes and external be-

havior. The second dimension corresponds to the distinction between
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individual (intrapsychological) and collective (interpsychological) phe-

nomena. These dimensions emphasize, respectively, the physical and the

social aspects of internalization and externalization.

Mental processes vs. external behavior Activity theory differentiates be-

tween internal and external activities. The traditional notion of mental

processes (as in cognitive science) corresponds to internal activities.

Activity theory maintains that internal activities cannot be understood if

they are analyzed in isolation from external activities, because there are

mutual transformations between the two kinds of activities. Internaliza-

tion is the transformation of external activities into internal activities.

For example, when first learning to type, the learner may look at the

keys. Later, after much practice, ‘‘touch typing’’ is possible and the typist

types without looking at the keyboard. The internal activity grows out of

the external activity. But it is not a carbon copy of the external activity,

that is, the typist does not see a keyboard in her mind. A transformation

has taken place in which the external becomes internal, but also changes

somewhat in form.5

Internalization provides a means for people to consider potential inter-

actions with reality through mental simulations or imaginings without

performing any actual manipulations with real objects. Internalization is

not a simple transfer of previously external actions into an internal

plane, ‘‘in the head’’; even the most skilled typists and the most experi-

enced drivers of manual transmission cars still need to press physical

keys and change gears. Internalization causes a redistribution between

external and internal components of activity, and in some cases, external

components can be omitted in order to make an action more efficient, as

in the case of the typist not needing to look at the keyboard.

Externalization transforms internal activities into external ones. Exter-

nalization is often necessary when an internalized action needs to be

‘‘repaired,’’ or scaled. For example, if a suspect result is achieved when

mentally adding numbers, or if a calculation is too large to do in the

head, a calculator may be deployed. Externalization is also important

when a collaboration between several people requires their activities to

be performed externally so that the activities are coordinated. While the

concept of internalization shares much with traditional cognitive science’s

notion of information processing, externalization is not emphasized in
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cognitive science. Activity theory emphasizes that it is the constant trans-

formation between the external and the internal that is the basis of

human activity.

Interpsychological vs. intrapsychological According to Vygotsky

(1986), there are two stages in the development of mental abilities. First,

these abilities emerge as interpsychological mental functions, distributed

between the learner and other people, and after that they become intra-

psychological functions, when social distribution is no longer necessary.

In many respects, the dimension of intrapsychological–interpsycholog-

ical is similar to that of mental processes–external behavior. In both

cases the dynamics of human activity include mutual transformations be-

tween two extremes. These transformations produce similar outcomes.

Internalization as individual appropriation of socially distributed func-

tions is a powrful source of development. Externalization as social redis-

tribution of activities relates individuals to their social environments and

can be a way to ‘‘repair’’ a process in case of a breakdown.

Mediation Activity theory’s emphasis on social factors and on the in-

teraction between people and their environments explains why the prin-

ciple of tool mediation plays a central role within the approach. First,

tools shape the way human beings interact with reality. And, according

to the principle of internalization–externalization, the shaping of exter-

nal activities eventually results in the shaping of internal ones. Second,

tools usually reflect the experience of other people who tried to solve

similar problems earlier and invented or modified the tool to make it

more efficient and effective. Their experience is accumulated in the struc-

tural properties of tools, such as their shape or material, as well as in the

knowledge of how the tool should be used. Tools are created and trans-

formed during the development of the activity itself and carry with them

a particular culture—the historical evidence of their development. So the

use of tools is an accumulation and transmission of social knowledge. It

influences the nature of external behavior and also the mental function-

ing of individuals.

Many relevant theoretical explorations were conducted either before

the notion of mediation was developed within the Vygotskian tradition

or in parallel with cultural-historical studies. For instance, the problem
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of identifying a border between an individual and the world was

addressed by William James (1890) and Gregory Bateson (1972). From

different perspectives, both James and Bateson came to the idea that

some artifacts can be considered a part of the individual rather than the

‘‘outside’’ world. Crucial insights about the main types of artifacts and

the ways they influence individual experience were provided by Marx

Wartofsky (1979).

All these perspectives capture crucially important aspects of mediation.

But they are different from the activity-theoretical view, which integrates

the functional and the developmental aspects of mediation, placing arti-

facts in the context of purposeful interaction between the subject and the

world, and, at the same time, in the context of the creation and transmis-

sion of social experience within a culture. In other words, activity theory

recognizes a special status of culturally developed artifacts, considering

them as fundamental mediators of purposeful human actions that relate

human beings to the immediately present objective world and to human

culture and history. This view identified the key components of media-

tion: subjects, objects, and mediational artifacts. In addition, this view

suggested that the relationship between components can change over

time, and that developmental, historical analysis is the only way to gain

insight into the three-way interaction between these entities. It was this

particular notion of mediation, developed within the cultural-historical

approach, that was introduced to HCI by Bødker (1989, 1991), em-

ployed to develop the concepts of cognitive artifacts (Norman 1991)

and ‘‘person plus’’ (Perkins 1993), and more recently used to revise the

direct manipulation paradigm (Beaudouin-Lafon 2000). (Chapter 4 dis-

cusses such work in detail.)

Development Finally, activity theory requires that human interaction

with reality should be analyzed in the context of development. Of course,

activity theory is not the only psychological theory that considers devel-

opment as a major research topic. However, in activity theory devel-

opment is not only an object of study, but also a general research

methodology. Activity theory sees all practice as the result of certain his-

torical developments under certain conditions. Development continu-

ously reforms and develops practice. That is why the basic research
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method in activity theory is not that of traditional laboratory experi-

ments but that of the formative experiment which combines active par-

ticipation with monitoring of the developmental changes of the study

participants. Ethnographic methods that track the history and develop-

ment of a practice have also become important in recent work. Activity

theory does not prescribe a single method of study. It only prescribes that

a method be chosen based on the research question at hand. Unlike

approaches wedded to a particular method, such as contextual inquiry,

activity theory starts from the problem and then moves to the selection

of a method.

3.5.3 Integration of the Principles

These basic principles of activity theory should be considered as an inte-

grated system because they are associated with various aspects of the

whole activity. That is, systematic application of any of the principles

makes it eventually necessary to engage all the others. For instance, an

analysis of the mechanisms underlying the social determination of the

human mind should take into consideration tool mediation, internaliza-

tion of social knowledge, and transformations of the structure of activity

resulting from learning and development. Activity theory insists on the

unity of these principles and does not abstract out any single process be-

cause the whole activity could not then be understood. It is sometimes

the case that other theoretical traditions or approaches mirror aspects of

activity theory (such as Haraway’s [1991] concept of the cyborg; or men-

tal representations in cognitive science—see e.g., Norman 1991), but the

insights are not integrated into a larger theoretical framework as in activ-

ity theory.

Having provided a primer of the basic ideas, concepts, and principles

of activity theory in this chapter, we now turn to a discussion of interac-

tion design informed by activity theory.
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